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Scoring 3,540 points out if a possible 3,950
the Progress was eligible to compete for
'the All-American award after being
named a First Class paper by ACP judges
and by earning four marks of distinction
out of a possible five for coverage and
content, writing and editing, physical
appearance and photography.
Columbia judges gave the publication
980 points out of a possible 1,000, and
commented that the
Progress "is an
outstanding publication. It presents a fine

image of what must be an institution
serving community needs,The paper interprets the university's approach to those
problems and how solutions are effected."
The ACP- judges cited the paper,
financed by students' fees and advertising
for ' 'pleasing balance between news and
features stories," and for "appropriate
play of coming events."
Jim Shepherd, a senior journalism
major from Lebanon, was singled out by
the Columbia judges for his special
photographs which they called "good, both
news wise and technically." They also
commented that all photography
' ' deserved merit."
ACP judges also gave the Progress
perfect scores ty 12 out of 24 categories,
including treatment of news, features,
straight news stories, straight news style,
editorial page features, front page layout,
typography, picture content, technical
quality of photographs and cutlines.
Jack Frost, Richmond and Eastern
graduate student and currently of the
Richmond Daly Register, served as editorin-chief for the fall, 1972 semester. Robert
Babbage, Lexington, a 1973 Eastern
graduate, served as managing editor, and
Jim Ross, a senior pre-med major from
Richmond, served as business manager.
Other editors for the fall semester
included Fawn Conley, journalism major
from Lexington, new editor; Del ma
Francis, journalism major om Lancaster,
academics editor; Joan Cottongim,
journalism major from Manchester,
feature editor; Pat Dotson a 1973 EKU
graduate from Cincinnati, fine arts
reporter; Ken Gullette; journalism major
. from Lexington, organizations reporter;
and Jim Kurk, a 1973 EKU graduate from
Louis^flle, sports editor.

Thursday, July 26, 1973

Reward tQ be-offered

Paper earns third award
for 1972 fall semester
The Eastern Progress, Eastern's
student newpa'per, has been awarded the
A-plus rating by the National Newspaper
Service, for the fall semester, 1972. The Aplus, highest given by the NNS, is the third
top award the Progress has received in
the past few weeks.
The Associated Collegiate Press and the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
also gave the paper their top awards, the
All-Americaan and the Columbia
Medalist, respectively.
The NNS judges cited the newpapers for
"excellent in-depth reporting," and for
"excellent features." They also commented on the "excellent work" done in
the interpretative news area.
The Progress earned two A-pius subscores out of a possible five, along with
above average ratings for the absence of
editorializing, informative articles, leads
of news stories, and for "bright, informative features."
Progress sports also earned above
average marks for "excellent" coverage,
with photographs being cited for being
'large and being properly identified."
Make-up of the paper was praised for its
emphaf s on horizontal make-up and for
avoiding too rigidly formal balance in
make-up practices.

6 Pages

Statues stolen from library

"WILDERNESS ROAD" a story set during the civil war had light
moments as well as the serious ones,.including these actors staging an old
fashioned square dance. The outdoor play is featured nightly at the Indian Fort Theater in Berea.

Four Buddhist statues, approximately
six to nine inches in height, have been
stolen from thp-Dorris Museum in the John
Grant Crabbe* Library on campus.
University^Mrfety and security officials
say the theft was discovered Friday, July
13, at 10:30 a.m., by a library employee.
The four statues, one of which had been
donated to the library, had been locked in a
glass case outside the museum. The other
three - statues were on loan to the
University on a "permanant" basis, according to Miss Jane Munson, the musem
curator. The lock on the case had been
removed to gain entry.
An Eastern spokesman said that it is not
known how the person or persons
responsible for the theft came into the
building or how they managed to leave
with the articles. The library had been
open for about two hours before the theft
was discovered.
Miss Munson and security officials
described the statues as one bronze female
figurine, about nine inches tall; one hollow
Buddhist figurine from Tibet, also bronze;
one bronze and lacquer paint over wood
household figurine; and one iron Bud-

At Arlington

Invitational applications available now
Applications are now being accepted for should play real nice for the golfers. To been fully landscaped by Hillenmeyer
the fourth annual Arlington Invitational have a good score, though, you must keep Nurseries of Lexington.
Entrance applications and further inGolf Tournament to be held "August 11-12, the ball in play and out of the rough,"
formation
about the 36-hole medal-play
Del Hamner, Arlington golf professional, Hammer said.
torunament
may be obtained from
The entire 18-hole layout was designed
announced,
Arlington is Eastern's faculty-alumni for the Eastern Foundation by Miller, Hamner in the Arlington pro shop.
recreational, conference center and is Wihry and Brooks of Louisville and has Entrants must be 18 years of age or older.
located at the northern city limits on U.S.
25.
The 18-hole golf course measures 3,319
yards on the front nine and 3,367 on the
back nine and plays to a par of 72. The
second nine holes were officially opened
recently when Eastern President Robert
R. Martin drove the first ball off the
Number 10 tee. Dr. Martin also opened the
first nine June 15, 1970.
Hamner said that the tourney field
"Mr. Van," the late James E. Van music ^from Oberlin College and "HM
would be closed at 120 entrants and the
Peursem, founder of Eastern Kentucky * master of arts degree from New York
first 18 holes of play would determine to
University's Stephen Collins Foster Music University. After coming to Eastern, he
which flight the golfers would be assigned.
Camp, was honored last month during the married the former Liza Hughes. He was
He stated that the championship flight
first outdoor concert of the 38th Camp, the father of two daughters, Mrs. Arthur
would probably be made up of tHe top 12-14
"We all-the one nuimi-ed and eleven Lee Potts, Benton, Illinois, and Mrs.
scores turned in after the first day's
members of this 38th camp, and the 3,700 Robert Hall, Minneapolis, Minnesota, both
competition.
of whom graduated from Eastern.
Practice rounds may be schedule ^ young people who have preceded you to
'"Mr.
Van*
had
many
acthis camp, the students and other guests
August 7-10 with payment of the $17.50
complishments," said Dr. Martin.
who
enjoy
these
concerts,
and,
indeed,
the
entry fee at the Arlington pro shop. This
University-are beneficiaries of this great "Anyone of them would make him worthy
year's entry fee includes swimming for the
man,"
said Eastern president Robert R. of the honor that we bestow upon* him
family at the Arlington pool from 11 a.m.-8
Martin,
before the unveiling of a plaque in tonight.'*
p.m. both days of the torunament and a
Van Peursem was responsible for the
honor of Van Peursem.
semi-formal dinner-dance at 7:30 p.m.
organization
of Messiah chorus, which
The plaque, which remembers him for
August 11.
performs
Handel's
"The Messiah" every
his "thirty-five years of gifted leadership
The name of the tournament, champion
year
at
Christmas.
He
was also one of the
in campus music," is to be embedded in
will be engraved on the Hanger Cup,
leaders
in
organizing
the
Kentucky Music
the wall of the Van Peursem Music
named for construction industrialist W.
Teachers
Educators
Association,
and
Pavilion^ incited on the Eastern campus^
Arnold Hanger, a Richmond native who
served
as
its
president,
as
well
as
the
Dr. Martin remarked that "we at
donated the property housing the facultyKentucky
Music
Teachers
Association
and
Eastern remember him for some of his,
alumni center and 15 of the surrounding
more human qualities. For instance, his the Kentucky Band and Orchestra
acres to the University. The EKU Founlove for his old automobile," which came 'Directors Association.
dation purchased the remaining 166 acres
to be known as his 'town car,' because^/ts
While on leave from Eastern in 1946 for a
of the estate for the development of the
he
said,
'If
it
were
driven
out
of
town,
it
tour
of duty with the Army, "Mr. Van"
golf course.
would not be able to get back',
directed a musical program for the four
Past winners of the Hanger Cup, which
Van Peursem served as the chairman of major powers at Vienna.
_ is retained and displayed in the Arlington
the
Department of Music from 1929 until
Dr. Martin concluded by quoting parts of
pro shop, include former Eastern golfer
his
retirement
in
1964,
and
according
to
the
plaque inscription, and by commenting
Jim Saunders of Salem, Indiana, who took
Dr.
Martin,
"continued
to
take
special
that
"to those of you who knew him, or
the first tournament in 1970; Bill Bowles of
interest
in
all
campus
activities,
especially
knew
of him, may this music under the
Berea who won the 1971 title; and Steve
those
associated"
with
music,
until
his
stars
tonight
bring memories of the man
Bebzn, an Eastern golfer from Mt.
death
last
year"
who
founded
this
musical tradition on our
Clemens, Michigan, who won last year's
Originally
from
SioQx
City,
Iowa,
Van
campus-the
man
often received mail
event.
.
Peursem
received
his
bachelor's
degree
in
addressed,
'Mr.
Stephen
Collins Foster.'"
"The course is in good shape now and

'Mr. Van' honored
during Foster concert

dhist statue from Japan, sitting on a Lotus
throne, also also made of iron.
The statues had reportedly been valued
at $2000, a figure which Miss Munson said
was "grossly overestimated," and said
that she would "hesitate" to name an
appropriate figure.
Security official John Goolsby feels that
the person or persons repsonsible wanted
the statues for their own collection, since
the items would be hard to sell in this area.
The Progress will offer a $100 reward for
information leading to the recovery of the
stolen items. Any information should be
given to John Goolsby, Division of Safety
and Security, 022-2821.

Nichols, Todd
to get hororaries
Eastern will award the honorary degree
of doctor of science to Dr. Robert L.
Nichols, EKU's distinguished professor
geology, and Dr. Russell I. Todd, Richmond dentist, historian and author, at
summer commencement exercises
Thursday, August 2.
, Dr. Robert R. Martin, EKU President,
will present the degrees during the
program beginning at 8:30 p.m. in Van
Peursem Pavilion.
at degrees to 754
He also will pi
ram, Eastern's
candidates during I
lent.
66th summer commer
The award of the he orary degrees was
approved by the Boar of Regents of the
University.
Dr. Nichols will be the commencement
speaker.
Dr. Nichols, who has been on five
Antarctic expenditions, received the Neil
Miner
award from the National
Association of Geology Teachers in 1969
"for exceptional contributions -to the
timulation of interest in the earth sciences."
He came to Eastern in 1969 as
•distinguished i professor of geology from
Tufts University, where he had served for
40 years as professor and geology
department chairman.
An area of Antarctica has been named
for Dr. Nichols, who is the recipient of a
Congressional medal for Antarctic service
from the U.S. Defence Department.
In Antarctica he has served the National
Science Foundation, the U.S. Army and
Navy and the American Geological
Institute, plus others. He has served as a
naturalist for the U.S. National Park
Service and a visiting professor at Harvard.
>
A member of the U.S. Geological Survey, he has published more than 100 books,
papers, and abstracts on geological
subjects. He has lectured at more than 40
universities.
Dr. Martin said, "Dr. Russell Todd's
professional'career has been characterized as one of service tothecommunity,
the state, and at naional levels."
Past president of the American
Association of Dental Examiners (1955),
he was named by that organization as the
"1971 Dentist-Citizen of the y*nr.
_
He has lectured at colleges and
universities in this country and abroad. He
served during 1958-64 as a Berea College
trustee and during 1960-68 as a member of
the EKU Board of Regents. Berea
awarded him an honorary, doctor of
science degree in 1972.
He is the author of numerous
publications, including "This is Boone
Country."

To finance three year project

Law enforcement awarded federal grant
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WORKMEN PREPARE to paint another wall of Alumni Coliseum
75 feet in the air in order to get it ready for the Upcoming basketball
season. The walls are being painted white to give the area a new
look for the concerts; games & lectures given there.
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Eastern has been awarded a $601,533
federal grant to finance a three-year
project in the University's school of Law
Enforcement.
„'„ .
..,. j
President Robert R. Martin was notified
Thursday by Kentucky Congressman Tim
Lee Carter that EKU was awarded the
grant from the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, Washington,
DC, for the puopose of supporting
graduate education, curriculum research
and development, and manpower research
related to the criminal justice system.
EKU and four other institutions
receiving similar awards will form a
national consortium for the purpose of
cooperative programs and projects in
criminal justice.
"Our selection as one of only five
universities to participate in this program
of national impact,"' said President
Martin, "reflects both the quality of our

School of Law Enforcement and also Ute
'commitment of the University to law enforcement education and training."
Dr. Martin pointed out that the
University has received a total of 37 grants
and contracts from various agencies to
support law enforcement education since
the University initiated the School of Law
Enforcement in 1965.
EKU was the first institution in the
nation to receive a grant from the Office of
Law Enforcement Assistance, U.S.
Department of Justice, for the purpose of
developing and expanding a university law
enforcement program.
Dr. John D. Rowlett, Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Research and Dean
of the Faculties, stated that Eastern's
proposal for funds for a "Criminal Justice
Academic and Research Center" was
developed and refined over a period of

almost two years with Dr. William E.
Sexton, Dean, College of Applied Arts and
Technology, Robert Posey- Dean, School
of Lw Enforcement, and Dri Truett Ricks,
Associate Dean, School «ff Law Enforcement, heavily involved in the
development of me^proposal. Dr. Ricks
will serve as project director.
Eastern has received to date a total of 43
graduate fellowships from the U.S. Office
of Education for the purpose of preparing
college law enforcement teachers and is
the only institution in the nation receiving
support for this purpose. The new LEAA
award will permit expansion of this and
other areas of graduate study for the
preparation of leadership personnel for the
criminal justice system.
President Martin said that the grant is in
"perfect harmony" with the programs to
be housed in the Law Enforcemenk-Traffic

Safety Center which is under construction.
The Center will provide facilities for the
School of Law Enforcement, the Kentucky
Law Enforcement Council, and the Traffic
Safety Institute.
The Kentucky Law Enforcement Council
was developed through a grant to Eastern
in the period 1966-68, and became an independent state agency in 1988. .The
Council has been housed at Eastern since
its formation, and utilizes Eastern's
facilities to conduct its statewide police
training programs^
—
*In its eight-year history, the EKU School
of Law Enforcement has grown from a
single class of 47 students to an academic
program enrolling more than 1,500 majors.
Two-year Associate of Arts, baccalaureate, and graduate level degree
programs are included in the school's
curricula.
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Begley Building-Coming apart at the seams ?
The Begley Building is falling
apart. Literally.
Eastern's five million dollar
combination academic-athletic
comples is currently under
repairs for apparent defects in the
original construction.
White and Congleton Contractors of Lexington have been
working on the building for
sometime repairing cracks in the
cement, and tearing down and'
rebuilding the walls on each side
of the front of the building.
Apparently, when Clark Construction Company ef Owensboro

apparently Clark Construction got
behind in its deadlines and its
contract for the Murray State
stadium was taken away.

built the 20,000 seat stadiumclassroom building, they didn't do
the job quite right and Eastern is
having to pay additional money to
have something repaired that
'should have been done right in the
first place.

Tlie firm is reportedly now in
the process or has already
declared bankruptcy and is involved in lawsuits. The Progress
can understand why. Shouldnn't
Eastern and Murray been entitled
to the best work available for the
amount of money they spent? It
seems rightly so.

For $5,298,995, surely the Clark
Construction could have come up
with a well-constructed sound
building instead of one that seems
to be falling apart. S .*•'
• Clark Construction also did
work on the Western Kentucky
University and the Murray State
University stadiums^ However,

Readers view

Progress offers best wishes

Graduation is just around the
Corner for 754. It's a time to start
thinking about exactly what one is
going to do after he receives that
degree.
Whether you decide to*go out
and get a job, or come back to
school for the next degree in line,
it's going to be rough. The jobs
seem to be few and far between
these days. If you're lucky enough
to get what you want the first time
around, be sure that what you do
tp&ietf
is the best you are capable
of
doing. You are a graduate of
Eastern; let people know what
your school is just is just as good
as anyone else's, whether it be the
biggest university in the nation or
a very small one with a handful of
students.
A sloppy job is an indication not
only of you, but of the people who
have taught you, because ap^ parently they haven't done a very
' good job of it. Make sure you live
up to all their hard work and
yours, for it did take a lot of work
to get to where you are today.
For those of you who 4u*e
:

;—:—;
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Boonesborough becomes a fort
M

Fort Boonesborough is finally
getting its fort. Last month
Governor Wendell Ford, Dr.
Robert R. Martin and Ewart
Johnson, Commissioner of Parks
broke, or rather cleared ground in
the traditional fashion, for the
immediate construction of Fort
Boonesborough, a shrine to Daniel
Boone and the first settlers in
Madison County.
The opening of the fort, expected by next summer will
certainly help to- increase the
tourism of the park as well as the
county area. Now, tourists and
Kentuckians alike can come to the
fort and see what they expect to
see. A fort.
Many times people have visited
the state park and asked where
the fort is, only to be told that they
have been mislead. Now they will
have the chance to see what some
of our heritage was like.
The fort is not to be one of the
usual fashion. Plans are calling
for people dressed as one would
expect Daniel Boone and his
fellow settlers to be dressed. They
will be engaged in activities that
made up a normal day in the time
of Daniel Boone. There will also
be a museum in one part of the
fort in order to preserve the items
of that period that have been
collected and handed down over
the years.
Boonesborough nas become a
great attraction in the Madison
County area and with the addition
of the fort will become an even
bigger one. And the bigger it

'But it's high time you eame clean in. the Watergate,
rhUdrenT said Mary Popping, ascending."

f
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Maintanence men patch holes in the concrete and prepare to tear down a
wall in an effort to repair damage to the Begley Building.

Although it is too late to do
anything about our stadium,
perhaps future projects could be
made better by a closer check on
the companies who are awarded
bids. Of course the companies are
thoroughly investigated before a
contract is awarded, but perhaps
more attention should be given to
the companies while they are
doing the construction. This might
save a few people or schools from
undergoing the same experience
Eastern is currently having.

history and heritage oriented, for
trying to preserve a little of our
forefathers.
Madison County, the Department of Parks, Boonesborough
itself and many others are to be
congratulated on the plans which
are already going into effect to
make the area a little nicer.

becomes and the better-known, so
much the better for the economy
and reputation of our area.
The increase of tourism is
bound to effect the local
businesses and hotels, motels and
restaurants as well as giving
Madison County a reputation for

graduating, congratulations and
may you always get whatever you
want, whether it comes easily or
so hard it hurts. You've been well
prepared to go out and get those
things. Don't blow it by thinking
that you can get off easy, by
putting things off on other people.
You can't. Itonly reflects on you.
The Progress extends its best
whishes to everyone graduating.
For

They don't like paimf
Dear Editor:
We are two girls who. graduated in May
and are back for graduate work. We were
very upset to see the sidewalk all messed
up with paint. Who could do such a thing as
that to our campus? Ik is terrible to see
such childish antics displayed by "socalled" college students. It is our duty to
stop such destruction. Let's keep our eyes
open and report any suspicious activity.
The "children" who resort to such activity

need to be helped. Let's get with it gang!
Keep our campus beautiful!!!!
Kathie June Rogers
Darla Jean Moore
TelfordHall
(Editor's Note: The writers are
referring to paint which had been spread
over the walk in front of the Wallace
Building. The paint has since been!
removed.)

historical importance

Register lists University Building
The century-old University
Building at Eastern has been
entered in the National Register
of Historic Places by the U.S.
Department of the Interior.
Once the main building of old
Central University, the University Building will be the focal
point during the 1973-74 school
year observance of the centennial
of higher education on the KKU
campus.
Eastern president, Dr. Robert
R. Martin, was notified of the
building's entry in the Register by
Ronald H. Walker, director of the
National
Park
Service,
Washington, D.C.
The Interior Department
defines the Register as "a roll call
of the tangible reminders of the
history Of the United States. It is a
list of distinction identifying for
the people those properties
worthy of preservation for their
historic value."
Born out of a schism in the

Presbyterian Church of Kentucky
following the Civil War, Central
University was established as a
Presbyterian denominational
school in 1874, and lasted until its
merger with Centre College at
Danville in 1901.
The organization of Central
included colleges of liberal arts,
law, medicine and dentistry, a
theology department, and the
university administered four
preparatory schools.
Besides
a
preparatory
department on the Richmond
campus., other schools were
located at Jackson, Middlesboro,
and ElizabeJhtown.
The four-story University
Building, of Greek Revival architectural style, was completed
in time for the opening of the
University September 22, 1874.
The bricks for the building were
made and burned in a kiln about
60 yards west of the construction
site.

Its architect was G.C. Shyrock,
noted Kentucky architect.
The original front of the
building faced Lancaster Avenue.'
Over the main door, which is now
the west side of the building, is a
stone marker bearing the date
1874 and the school motto, "Lex,
Rex-Crux, Lux"~"The Law is
our King the Cross is our Light."
The building now houses the
departments of history and social
science of Eastern Kentucky
Uniersity. Before the completion
of the Donovan Building in 1961, it
served Model High School, now
kffown as Mbdel Laboratory
School.
During the interim between the
merger, in 1901, of Central U. and
Centre College and the founding,
in 1906, of Eastern State Normal
School, the University Building
served Walters Collegiate
Institute, which previously "was
Central's preparatory department.
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Chisholm, Price, and Kenton
among next year's entertainment
BY JOAN COTTONGIM
Feature Editor
From an Israeli Dance Theatre
tQt,». the .' Oxford-Cambridge
Shakespeare Company. Whatever
your taste range, the Center
Board has scheduled for the 197374 year activites guaranteed to
please.
The first program in the series

Summer theatre

will be a Bluegrass Festival on
August 22, the day before classes
begin. Yet, the entertainment will
begin before that. On August 20
and 21, Monday and Tuesday,
some musical talent will be
presented,the nature of which has
not been set yet.
Five days later, on August 27,
Stan Kenton and Orchestra will
present a concert. A pop concert
featuring some name entertainment will be given on

Lawrence (Jim Miles) explains
to Freida (Diane Curtis) his views
on dying as he realizes his death is
imminent in the Department of
Drama and Speech's summer
production. ^-^
»

Drama schedule announced
In a year of great promise, the
Department of Drama and Speech
has produced a tentative schedule
of plays to be presented next year.
The great promise includes
some developing talent of high
potential and the imminent
completion of the new Fine Arts
wilding and also with it the
Jane Campbell Theatre. The
bunding is scheduled for use
second semester.
, .
On schedule for the first
semester are two plays to be
performed in the Pearl Buchanon
Theatre. The first one, "A
Delicate Balance" by Edward
Albee, is tentatively scheduled for
October 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

Following a disappointing
summer performance, which did,
however, include a few performers of potential merit, the
presentations scheduled for next
fall, when the better alters return
to school, will be particularly
interesting with the maturing of
the few this summer who showed
some promise.

WEKU is stereo

Stereophonic sound has come to
WEKU-FM. It is a major part of
an effort to make their station
more enjoyable to the listeners.
A majority of the 50,000 watt
station's programs will be
broadcast in stereo, however
November 13,14,15,16, 17, and
some of the talk and public affairs
18 are the tentative dates for the
programs and old time radio
other play of the first semester,
shows will be aired in monaural.
'The Homecoming" by Harold
The effort to create a more
Pinter.
enjoyable radio station does not
A Reader's Theatre production
end with the new stereophonic
is planned as being the first
sound. A new featufeof WEKUDrama presentation in the new
FM is The Fibber McGee and
Jane Campbell Theatre second
Molly Show another jn the series
semester. The production,
of old time radio shows.
"Murder in the Cathedral" by
The best episodes of the old
T.S. Eliot, is planned for perFibber McGee and Molly series
formances on February 20, 21, 22,
are being run on Thursday nights
and 23.
• along with other old time
Utilizing the new facilities,
favorites such as hum 'N Abner
"Kiss Me, Kate" by Cole Porter
and Remember Radio.
and the Spewaks is scheduled for
Other features of the station are
April 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28.
classical music on Monday and
Wednesday nights, jazz on
Also in the new Jane Campbell Tuesday and Saturday nights,
Theatre, a Children's Theater
and Concert of the Week
Production is planned for April 1,
on
Wednesdays and Sundays.
2, 3, 4, and 5/

September 13.
September 2p is the date of the
many rescheduled appearance of
Congresswoman
Shirley
Chisholm from predominantly
Black Bedord- Stuyvesant district
of New York. A Mini Concert will"
feature a concert by Harry
Chapin, folksinger, on October 3.
October 19 is Homecoming and
negotiations for entertainment
are being considered with a wellknown popular singer. After
Homecoming, on October 24,
"Will Rogers USA" featuring
Paul Tripp will be presented.
The Inbal Dance Theatre of
Israel will perform here on
November 1. Two weeks later, the
President's Concert will feature
music by the Preservation Hall
Jazz Band on November 15.
The Glenn Miller Orchestra
under direction of Buddy
DeFranco will present a musical
treat on December 6.
For Shakespearean devotees,
"Romeo & Juliet" will be performed by the Oxford-Cambridge
Shakespeare Company on
January 14, the first concert after
Christmas.
February 13 is the scheduled
date for the performance of the
Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra. On February 28
Eastern's talent will feature
Vincent Price, famous "ghoul"
from numerous Hollywood
movies.
A tentatiye presentation by the
Kentucky Opera Association is
being considered for March 5. The
performance will be "Romeo &
Juliet." The New England Conservatory Chorus will entertain
"Eastern with a concert on March
27.
v
A night of Cole Porter music
will be the event of April 9 when
the Cole Porters, will tpresentj a
concert. Nine days later, on- ApM
18, Bill Mauldin," an internationally famed cartoonist
and political satirist now syndicated by the Chicago Suty^
Times*• will present a lecturers
The last tentatively scheduled
event by the Center Board will be
the musical event of Mac
Frampton & Ensemble.
All of the Center Board activities are given here on a very
tentative basis. Negotiations will
be made constantly on the appearance of the artists.
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Lester Flatt

Lester Flatt and Nashville Grass

J

Bluegrass Festival %o be in ravine
Registration time is always a
down" which was included in the Generation, is a young bluegrass
drag, but this fall there will be soundtrack of "Bonnie and band composed of three men and
some entertainment each night to Clyde." *
one long-haired girl.
help you forget the usual
In 1969, after Flatt and Scruggs
This Bluegrass Festival will
frustrations of registration.
split company, Lester Flatt
Classes begin on Thursday, organized his present band, the serve as a respite from
August 23, and the three nights Nashville Grass. This band plays registration, a welcome back to
prior to that day, will feature live the fast-paced music traditionally school, and will bring some exentertainment in thje ravine. identified as bluegrass, featuring tremely talented musicians to our
Monday and Tuesday nights are the mandolin, dobro, fiddle, and campus for an evening ef some
yet to be scheduled, but before banjo, with rhythm guitar ^ "sit back and. listen" good
bluegrass music.
classes start will be a Bluegrass string bass accompaniment.
Festival with some of the finest
Described as the "Burl Ives of
bluegrass talent in the business. Bluegrass," Mac Wiseman will
Lester Flatt Stid his band, the bring his unique sound to the
Nashville Grass, will headline the Wednesday night Bluegrass
show which will also include the Festival. Reared in the
Eastern's radio station, WEKUsounds of The Second Generation Shenandoah Valley, Wiseman
and the organizer of this year's grew up inundated in "people's FM will present a live broadcast
of the Modern Jazz Quartet in
Renfro Valley Bluegrass Festival, music" as he called it.
(
In over 25 years of playing his concert featuring the Shirley
Mac Wiseman.
'
;
'' Xester Flatt is one of 'tire -"best music, the bearded gentleman Horn Trio at 10:30 p.m., July 28.
WEKU-FWs Concert of the
known talents in country and has created a legion of fans. He is
Week
will present Giacoamo
no
put-on.
He
plays
the
music
he
bluegrass music. He began his
professional career in 1944 with has lived .with-and plays it well. ^eyerbeer's grand opera "Le
His impressive list of ap- Prophete" at 8:30 p.m., August 1,
Bill
Monroe's
legendary
includes
the and the Tokyo String Quartet at 10
Bluegrass Boys. He then joined pearances
Newport
Folk p.m., August 8.
forces with Earl Scruggs and prestigious
Festival, Carnegie Hall, the
became a musical legend.
These three programs are
Flatt and Scruggs made ap- Hollywood Bowl, and his own CBC provided by National Public
Holiday
Show. Radio.
pearances on "The Beverly Country
Hillbillies" television show of Wiseman has lately been playing
The jazz broadcast will come
which they performed the theme many college concerts and has from the American Theatre in
song, "The Ballad of Jed Clam- played in almost every bluegrass
Washington, D.C. Miss Horn an/U
A
pett." The duo is also famous for festival in existence.
John Lewis of the quartet will
Also on the show, the Second discuss jazz during intermission.
"The Foggy Mountain Break-

Jazz to be aired

Go all out for Burger Queen |PaTaPP

COUPON
With Purchase

ANY SAI
AND FRIES RECEIVE

FREE LARGE DRINK

TAtl-BANK AW®.

EASTE RN
i

Thru Aug. 4. 1973

Does your mouth treasure the taste
of CHEESE?
If it does, treat it to a CHEESE
PIZZA from ANDY'S.
Qnly the finest Wisconsin cheese
is used on aM our pizza .

BURCER€^QUEEN
Open To 11
Sunday thru Thursday
Friday Til 12:00
Saturday Til 12:00
BIG HILL AVE. ON U.S. 25

PHONE\ HO
\FREE DELlEVERYl
623-5400\So. 2^ St. X TO CAMPUSl
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Religious freaks
disrupt privacy

Political science professor
to leave for government job
He said he will be evaluating supervisors trained in parthe effects of the Bureau's ef- ticipative management," he
forts in restructuring the work added.
His fields are public adof employees at six regional
ministration,
behavioral
payment centers "to make it
studies,
and
American
more meaningful to them, to
government,
with
interests
in
decrease absenteeism and
administration
theory,
public
turnover, and to increase
finance, voting behavior, and
productivity."
political parties and pressure
"I will be devising various groups.
data collecting instruments
(surveys) and trying to , Before coming to Eastern,
evaluate the impact of the Kline was a teaching associate
program on the employees' at the University of Colorado,
attitudes toward work. I will and has been an instructor and
isolate the things that make for teaching assistant at Wisconsin
the success or failure of the State University and Northern
program, such as work en- Illinois University respectively.
vironment," Kline said.
At Eastern he is coordinator
The Bureau "has been trying for Frankfort Administrative
and Legislative Internships,
X
assistant director of the
Institute of Government,
graduate student coordinator,
supervisor of the Master's of
Public Administration Internew
baccalaureate
program
nship Program, and field
Eastern is beginning a new
study major in fashion begin- which will require the addition director of the Title I grant
ning with the 1973-74 academic of only one new course to others project in records management
grant
applications
already.offered by Eastern. The and
year.
course'will be titled "The procedures for counties and
The new program, approved Professional in Fashion Mer- small cities in Kentucky .v
recently by tjfe Board of chandising.!'
He was awarded an EKU
Regents will emphasize design,
The Board also has approved
merchandising, or com- a two-year program in dietetic reSearch grant for 1971-72, the
munication and coordinaton of technology in the same, ,Pi Sigma Alpha award 1969, and
fashions in clothing.
department. This will be a two- the University of Colorado
Excellence
in
Teaching
The Department of Home year program leading to the Fellowship, 1967-<XJ.
Economics will administer the associate of arts decree.
Kline, a native of Naperville,
Illinois, now resides at Route 8,
Clearview, Richmond. He and
Comp/eft Optical StrWc«
his wife, Carolyn Rhea Kline,
are the parents of a daughter,
to Ctnfral Kentucky
Sheryl Lynn, 5, and a son,
James^Edward, 3.
* Sine* 1923
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New major announced

College

Old First Federal Building
I

West Main Street
Richmond. Kentucky
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Marguerite Irvin, left, and Diane Rainey, two Eastern varsity cheerleaders, will be summer instructors at cheerleader clinics.

More exciting than 1972

Second annual tractor pull scheduled

tractor pull, scheduled July 30- have been modified by
31 at the fairgrounds, will be replacing the engine with a
"vastly improved by featuring tank, caterpillar or airplane
and
otherwise
two nights of tractor pulling engine
competition and the addition of 'modifying the entire machine
two new classes, the 7,000 pound until it- scarcely resembles a
super stock and the 9,000 pound field tractor.
Spectators will see a modified
modified," Householder said.
or
"hotrod" class each evening*
The latter includes tractors that
of competition. The three hour
show, starting at 8 p.m., will
include three classes each night
with 50 to 60 tractors competing nightly.
As a special feature, the
Richmond
Park Center
student scholarship pull will be
\
(Next To Convenient Food Mart)
held prior to the professional
competition on the second night.
Specializing in Homemade Caesar Pizza And Sicilian Pizza
Any student who is enrolled or
A
e.
plans to enroll in Eastern
Kentucky University mA
participate in the Student Bull.
EKU students of agriculture,
in. cooperation with the fair
'CLIP THIS COUPONboard, will manage the competition and carry out the
multitutde of tasks required at a
ON ANY
tractor
pulling
contest,
Householder added.
Madison County Fairgoers
who experienced tractor pulling
at the 1972 Fair may anticipate
an even more exciting pull this
year, according to Dr. W.A.
Householder, chairman of the
Eastern
Department
of
Agriculture.
The nationally sanctioned

CAESAR'S

We Now Have Steak And
New Centurian Sandwiches

Dial 623-5098

i
i
i

50* OFF

PIZZA

__

. N$w Hours

V

Open 4 P.M. -12 Midnight Sunday-Thursday

Clearance
off Famous Maker
Coordinated-Separte

■

-,-

WE DELIVER 623-7147

Final Summer

"We didn't show up for the
third meeting," says Sara
Elizabeth. "We made sure we
weren't here. After my dm I
You've got an OK room. Not
too many bugs. It's cool walked downtown and took the (
because it's jn the basement. long route to Telford to see a
Only problem is that the rooYn friend."
Elaine's inconvenience was
floods when it rains. That's the
greater.
"I had to wash my hair
only problem until the two men
so I grabbed my rollers,
come.
wrapped up my hair and went to .■■
The two men are nicely
dressed missionaries of the my friend's at Telford to wash ...,•
Witness ( fictitious name) it," she tells. "I couldn't even >
religion, and they've imposed wash my hair at my own
both their presence and beliefs home," Elaine laments, nor
on my only
to an intolerable point upon two "could I eat lunch
%
hour
off."
girls living off campus.
Sara Elizabeth and Elaine
Sara Elizabeth and Elaine
aren't
two atheists, but they do
(not their real names) rented a
have'
'Baptist
backgrounds that
room off campus for more quiet
aren't
very
deep." Sara
and privacy. One day Sara
Elizabeth
says
"I
say a prayer
Elizabeth came home to her .
every
night"
and
Elaine says
room to find two "nicely
-she
prays
and
asks for v
dressed men with white shirts
The problem •'
and ties" in front of her house. forgiveness.
was
the
way
in
which
the girls
They asked ' 'for a few minutes
were
approached
.
of my time," says Sara
Elaine feels "They were
Elizabeth, and they stayed for
trying
to convert us" and "they
hours.
had
views
different from my
Elaine, who came home for
her lunch hour while working as own." '
a secretary, came in and
Sara Elizabeth feels the same ;
became involved in a discussion sort of pressure was placed on.'.
of religion that she now says she the two girls. She feels, "I can't .
"didn't understand."
see their reason. Once you said
At this first meeting the men no..." When they visited them,
showed the two girls the Book of Sara Elizabeth felt "really
the Witness religion and "told unsure . about
whether,
us about a guy seeing Job," something we'd learned in our
says Sara Elizabeth. They left religion was true or not." While
their Book with the girls and they were talking Elaine let out
asked if they could return later. silent cries of "Oh Jesus!"
Sara Elizabeth agd Elaine
One of the worst aspects ;of,'
agreed on a date. The ap- the missionaries' visits, ,4c*,
pointment was kept.
cording to Sara Elizabeth was
' The second time was a that' "They wanted to change all
couple of days later," says Sara the religion we'd had for all of .
Elizabeth, and "this time they our lives and put their ideas into
showed us passages from the us in five minutes."
Bible and recited passages and
The Witness religion requires'
then they recited prayer and oral prayer and confessions.
asked that we recite prayer and The girls wanted to do neither.' ■
Elaine says her own special
we refused."
Once again the visit was silent prayer and felt she should during Elaine's lunch hour and confess something as "the men
Sara Elizabeth was cooking were always confessing."
tuna casserole and Elaine says, Elaine felt she should confess to
• 'The whole time they were here God not the missionaries. Sh#B'
I was smelling the food and still doing that.
wanting to eatr**Elaine left her
The girls have moved now.
home for work without eating They list as their official reason
her lunch. The two girls agreed . the flooding in the basement but *' •
once mdre t<>-'rtieet*'the ™ the Witness people must' hav*<1;
missionaries^but by this time, been a part of the move because
they were becoming weary of they now give as their place of
residence—"Address Unknown."
the inconvenience.
BY JOAN COTTONGIM
Feature Editor

An
Eastern
associate
professor of political science,
Dr. Robert L. Kline, will take a
one-year's leave to work in a
policy level position in the*
executive branch of the federal
government.
He will serve as a public
administration fellow with the
U.S.
Social
Security
Administration
under
a
program of the National
Association of Schools of Public
Affairs and Administrator
Kline, who has been at
Eastern since June, 1969, will
report for service about midAugust to Social Security's
Burearu of Retirement and
Survivors Insurance, Woodlawn,
Md.

our 60***.

:

4 P.M.-l A.M. Friday And Saturday
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Sportswear
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MCAVY

It's Picnic Month

"McDonald's Quarter-Pounder. Or Quarter-Pounder
with Cheese. Just right for a heavy appetite."

MX
I MC Dona l

•

EASTERN BY-PASS

Our entire stock of

Summer Sportswear

Reduced!

:

Pants • Shorts ©Tops
and on most famous cotton knit

Coordinates
00

Regular 5
Sale Priced

D0

to 20

It's Picnic Month at your
Kentucky Fried Chicken store.
The next time you're planning
a picnic forget about the fuss
and mess of preparing food.
Treat the family to our "finger

lick in' good" chicken and
fixin's. Have a barrel of fun on
your picnic.

:
J

RICHMOND
loves what the Colonel cooks

Have a barrel of fun

88

2»» 1.12
Junior sizes 5-15

Have a barrel of fun

K«ntndcij
fried ^kidctn

®

Eastern By-Pass

Misses Sizes 8-15
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Fultz appointed assistant on
basketball coaching staff
Eastern's head basketball
coach Bob Mulcahy has announced the appointment of Bill
Fultz, former Carroll County
High School coach, as an
assistant on his staff.
Fultz comes to Eastern irom
the Carrollton school where he
has been head coach since 1968. *
While at Carroll County, Fultz'
team won two North Central
Kentucky Conference championships and two 31st District
title*.

■_^Si^_____=^

Tracksters
finish fourth
inOVCmeet
Several track team members
were instrumental in the
Eastern's fourth place finish in
the Ohio Valley Conference
Meet held in May.
Steve Seiss, a sophomore
from Waterloo, Indiana,
finished fourth in the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles with a
time of 54.0 Eastern track coach
Art Harvey feels that "Steve
has really improved this season
and has lowered his time in botn
the 120 high's and the intermediates."
Members of Eastern football
team also competed for the
University in the meet. Elmo
Boyd, Troy, Ohio, a freshman
split end, placed fourth in the
100-yard dash with a time of 9.8.
Ron Catlett, a freshman
defensive back from Hopkinsville, and Boyd were members
of the 440-yard relay team
which set a school record in
finishing second with its 41.3
clocking.
Tyrone Harbut and Junior
Hardin, both graduates of
Bryan Station High School in
Lexington and Colonel football
players also participated in the
meet, combining to score 12 of
Eastern's total 40 points;
Harbut won the 220-yard dash
in a school-record breaking
tim%f of 20.9 The first place
finish automatically made
Harbut an All-Ohio Valley
Conference performer. Harbut
had earlier been a member of
the 440-yard relay team which
set a school record.
Hardin, a red-shirt football
player for Coach Roy Kidd,
aLtced fourth in the shot put (544%) and took third place in the
discus (155-8'/;) at the meet.
: Steve Flint, a freshman from
Fairfields, Ohio, also set a
school record at the meet.
• frlint placed third in the high'
jtpnp, with a leap of 8-8, a new
record for Eastern which also
qualified him for the National
Federation Track Meet which
was held in mid-June.
"Steve has jumped 6-10 in
practice and was improving his
jfmps in the meets in the latter
part of the year," said Harvey.
£, Eastern finished in the meet
wJth 40 points for fourth place,
?{s highest finish- since 1969
When it finished second.

*?

Fultz is a i960 graduate of
Knox Central High School in
Harooiu <rille and later went to
Union College where he
received his bachelor's degree
in education in 1984.
While at Union, he was named
collegiate Athletic Conference
squad two seasons and received
honorab e
mention
AllAmeric A recognition his senior
year when he averaged 18
points per game.
After graduating from Union,
Fultz served as an assistant
coach at Henry County for one
season and three years at Paul
G. Blazer High School in
Ashland.
.

In 1971-72, Fultz directed his
team to the eighth region
championship and a berth in the
Kentucky state high school
i tournament. Carroll County
finished as runnerup to
Anderson County in the region
in 1970-71.
"1 feel this is a wonderful
opportunity to come to Eastern
and work under coach Mulcahy.
My family and I are looking
forward to coming to Richmond
and beginning our association
with the university and community," Fultz said.
Fultz is married to the former
Joanne Morris of Barbourville.
They have three children: Jeff
(11), Steve (3) and Rebecca Jo
A2L
,
■■

addition to baseball team

DATE
Dec. 1
Dec. 5
Dec. 10
Dec. 17
Dec. 27-28

OPPONENT
Indiana State University
University of Maryland
Florida State University
Oral Roberts University
HOLIDAY CLASSIC
(University of South Carolina,
University of
Alabama,
' - University
of Louisville, and EKU)
Jan. 3
Virginia Tech University
Jan. 5
Marshall University
Jan. 12
Murray State University
Jan. 14
Austin Peay State University
Jan. 19i
Western Kentucky University
Jan. 21
Middle
Tennessee
State
University
Jan. 26
Tennessee Tech University
Jan. 28
East
Tennessee
State
University
Feb. 2
Morehead State University
Feb. 4
Marshall University \
Feb. 9
Austin Peay State University
Feb. 11
Murray State University
Feb. 16
Middle
Tennessee
State
University
Feb. 18 Western Kentucky University
Feb. 23 East T ennessee State
University
Feb. 25 Tennessee Tech University
Mar. 2
Morehead State University

Hissom's Eastern Colonels
finished last season with a 25-25
overall record" with several fc-:**-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-::^^^
T-i |
j
players finishing high in
national statistics and gaining
recognition.
John Thomas, a freshman
shortstop from Richmond,
Jeff Shouldice, a recent
finished second in college signee with the Eastern
division statistics with 34 stolen swimming team, has been
bases, while Howie Roesch, a named a high school Alljunior lefthander from Fairfield, Ohio finished fourth™ the
nation in number of victories World magazine.
with nine. He ended the '73
His 21.9 time in the 50-yard
season with a 9-5 record.
freestyle merited his selection
by the National Interscholastic
Dave Theiler, a junior cen- Swim
Coaches Association.
terfielder from Louisville, was
"We believe Jeff is very
recently named to the All-Ohio
Valley Conference Eastern deserving of this honor and look
forward to his contributions to
Division team. Theiler batted our swimming program this
.344 and had nine homers and 22
coming season," said EKU
RBI's last year.
swim coach Donald Combs.

Eel named

AU-American

°f few women trainers

added to Kidd's team
League selection last season for
Fairmont East High School. 'He lettered two years in
football and three seasons in
track, winning the most
valuable fields man trophy last ■
year.
Randy Turner is another
Eastern football signee. Turner,
a 6-6, 250 pound tackle from
Aurora, Indiana, lettered four
years in football and track and
was a all-conference performer J
in football his junior and senior
years. His ceachrFoster Harris,
is a former Eastern player.
Ernest House, a 6-2,190 pound
"quarterback from Laurel
County High School in London
has also been signed for the
Colonels.
House
was
an
AllSoutheastern Conference choice
last year and will participate in
the Annual Kentucky East-West
football game in August.

Miss Holly Wilson is "one of recommends * -prejventative^ Olympic gymnastic trials, the
Hungarian Gymnastic Touring
three or four" certified measures.
Indiana
State
is
one
of
five
Team, and the English Hockey
women's athletic trainers in the
colleges
and
universities
in
the
Touring
Team, in addition to
United States and is conducting
para workshop at Eastern on country offering an accredited attending athletics
athletic training for girls' athletic training program for ticipating in ISU's 14 inwomen, and Miss Wilson is the tercollegiate sports programs
sports.
Miss Wilson, who is the first graduate of the ISU for women.
trainer for women athletes at program. She holds the BS and
She believes that women's
Indiana State University, stated MS degrees in physical athletics are growing so rapidly
that the workshop in progress education with specialization in that importance of athletic
provides "adequate" athletic training and is training is not being given the
background for the average currently working toward a attention it should. "Men have
secondary women's coach. She doctorate at the University of been aware of the value of this
added that extra reading and Iowa.
type program for some time,"
'
m
she concuded, "But womefT
practice would be necessary for
Was Women's Trainer
must be educated to it and made
extensive programs.
award of its benefits." *
Subject matter for the
The workshop, which conA native of Berkeley,
workshop includes attention to
the ankl*s, knees, shins, thighs, California, she has served as cludes Wednesday (July 25) at
head enfl arms. Miss Wilson women's trainer for the World Eastern, offers two hours credit
contends that womdh athletes Games gymnastics tryouts.lhe to successful participants.
are subject to more injuries and
*++***<
0+^1
^H^«^»W»
* more serious injuries due to
smaller sketelal and muscular
structure.
She emphasizes that athletic
training is not just taping ankles
and such, but that a trainer
* plans
conditioning,
rehabilitates injuries, and

I
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Four additional players
Eastern football coach Roy
Kidd has announced the signing
of four more players for the
coming season.
Greg Gruenwald, a 6-2, 220
pound defensive end from
Cincinnati, played for Roger
Bacon High School, where he
was a four year letterman.
Gruenwald was a first-team
choice on the All-Greater
Cincinnati League, "The Cincinnati Enquirer" and 'The
Cincinnati Post and Times
Star" squads. He also played in
the Cincinnati East-West All
Star game and was selected to
receive the best defensive
lineman and ironman awards at
Roger Bacon.
Michael Ma lone, a 6-2, 200
pound linebacker from Kettering, Ohio, has also signed
with the Eastern Colonels.
Malone was an All-Greater
Dayton and All Western Ohio

one
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Basketball Schedule | Wilson Conducts Workshop

Ohio class A champs are
Eastern baseball coach Jack
Hissom has announced the
signing of two members of the
1973 Ohio state class A champion Portsmouth East,. High
School team.
Inking with the Colonels are
lefthanded pitcher Jeff Welch
and catcher Steve Sturgill.
Welch, a 5-10, 175-pounder,
lettered four years in baseball,
basketball, and football, as did
Sturgill. He compiled a 12-0
record and 0.24 E.R.A last
season.
Strugill, who stands 6-2 and
weighs 190, batted .353 last
season and also recorded a 3-0
pitching mark. He topped
Portsmouth East in home runs
and runs batted in last year.
During his four-year high school
career, he carried better than a
.350 batting average.
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SIGN OF THE MAJOR
109 Sill STREET
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623-2840

FREE CRAFT DEMONSTRATIONS

_£E Office Supplies:

STUDENTS, get your research paper or any
form of typing and mimeographing done at
The Secretarial Shop, 129 W. Irvine St. across
from Courthouse. Reasonable rates. Also
ha*e school supplies and wedding invitations
and accessories. 623-4799 ' ■LIAR 9.9 B ■■■■ I ■ IB
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First Federal Savings and Loan Association
of Richmond
A

VISIT US DURING

THESOMMER
'SAFBTY OF YOUR SAVINGS
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CLIP THIS COUPON

■

$ 1 OO OFF
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INSURED UP TO
$20,000
.

■

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
INSURANCE CORPORATION
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13 PIZZA
15" PISA

Vain 2.85 or ovtr
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Good thru Aug. 4, 1973
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EASTERN BY-PASS
5% per Annum on Passbook Savings Accounts
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623-2264
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WELCOME
SUMMER STUDENTS
WE INVITE YOU TO
STOP IN AND VISIT US
FOR ALL YOUR GIFT SELECTIONS.

Bisotti's
Restaurant

GIFTS-SORORITY GIFTS
TV-RADIO-STEREO REPAIR
APPLIANCES

luiiiiMrtww^^

Home of the

Big Brother

i
WELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY

Fresh
Strawberry
Pie
DOWNTOWN

Open 6 a.m. to 12 p.m
MK
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FREE PARKING
BEHIND STORE

PHONE 623-4621
First 4 Water

RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

40475

FREE PARKING
BEHIND STORE

Blue Grass Hardware No.1
Main St.
Richmond, Ky.

«

Phono

623-2390
—mm—mm
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Prize dairy cow
'kicks the bucket'

Upward Bound succeeds

^

For the girls there's been a blistered
foot, a broken toe, and a mashed finger.
The guys have had a few fist fights. All
injuries have been suffered by Upward
Bound students. And the people who've
tried to help are Jo Ann Ha r is ton, Thad
Smith, and Sondra Berry, residence
directors in the program.
Looking over her involvement with the
Upward Bound students Jo Ann feels, "It's
been rewarding. We've had a lot of really
gotfd times. It's been fun being involved
with the students."
Jo Ann has been in the Upward Bound
program for three summers. Her duties as
residence director for the 56 girls are
described as being "basically involved in
keeping the staff together, organizing,
being an overseer and constructing the
duties chart."
Jo Ann shares her duties with Sondra
Berry who first became involved with the
program in 1969 as a a result of "no real
reason but as a summer job." Sondra feels
"As time went on, I became more interested in counseling." She's working on
her Master's in counselling, as is Jo Ann,
and says, "I just really enjoy it."
The residence director for the 38 guys in
the Upward Bound program is Thad
Smith, who's been with the program for
four summers. He explains, "It's more
than a job. It reaches me about other
people and about my own capabilities. It's
learning experience for the counselors as
well as the students."
Thad's duties range from settling major
discipline problems and he works as a
"coordinator between the director and the
students." Thad says, "I do all the running
around during the day."
To a new counselor, Thad stresses one
piece of advice. He says, "I think it's the
best thing for the counselors if during the
first week they develop a good repertoire
with the students."

Students eligible are those who will be
entering their junior or senior year of high
school or those who are graduated from
high school who are call "bridge",
students.
The regular Upward Bound students
take general high school courses;
"bridge" students take classes with
Eastern students. Regular classes are held
from 8-11:30, with special interest classes,
such as arts and craftts, speech and drama
and creative writing, held in the afternoon
with most being over by 4:30
School work is not the only function of an
Upward Bound student. Recreation is a
vital part of the program^The students
have visited King's .Island, seen two
outdoor dramas, The Legend of Daniel
Boone and Wilderness Road and had pool
parties.
A special Parent's Day has been planned
in which the various special interest
groups will present for their parents what
they've been learning. There will be an
arts and crafts display, plus the speech
and drama class will present a play "Our
Town." The program has been scheduled
for Sunday, July 4 and a talent show
may be a part of the presentation.
Other recreational facilities open for |he
students are tennis, and games they can
check out. Fun Day was special for the
students in which Track and Field events
were held plus Softball and volleyball.
- Part of the program is to initiate the
students to Eastern's campus, and it
seems they may well be on the way to
achieve this goal. Recently at a production
of Wilderness Road, a serious scene was
being enacted in which the word ravine
was used. The Upward Bound students
cracked up with laughter. The other people
there might not have known why, but the
Upward Bound students did.
^—-

Aging discussed at workshop
Health problems related to aging were
discussed at a school and community
health workshop at Eastern July 9-20.
The workshop, sponsored by the EKU
School of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation i and Athletics, was especially
for upper division and graduate students
and public health personnel; Dr. Robert
Baugh, associate professor of health
education, said.
Dr. Baugh said persons interested in
aging problems who are not enrolled in the
workshop, including nurses and their
workers in public health, are invited to
attend the workshop speeches.

Various topics included:
Pathologic and Immunologic Aspects of
Aging, Dr. Daniel Weiss, UK Pathology
Department, July 13, 10:30 a.m.-12:30
p.m.; Physiology of Aging, Dr. Henry
Hirsch, UK Medical Center, July 13, 1:303:30p.m.;
Dr. "Baugh and James McChesney,
acting chairman of the EKU Department
of Recreation and Park Administration,
were workshop directors.
Staff members included EKU faculty
members and personnel from voluntary
andjprofessional organizations concerned
with the health problems of the aging.

Every Eastern agriculture student who
worked on the dairy farm fondly and
lovingly remembers "Old 72." Even as a
heifer she was known as "72," which
means that she was the second heifer calf
born in 1957. Only a few will remember her
as Eastern Burke Ruth, registry number
4501857. But all will remember her as "the
milkingest cow" they ever worked with.
She was a very gentle animal, never a
bossy cow and one who preferred to be left
alone. Being a fine boned animal, she
appeared fragile which often concerned
the dairy students, and because of her
extreme femininity she enjoyed special
and considerate treatment.
No dairy cow in the EKU herd in the last
50 years has ever rivaled her milk
production record. In fact, her lifetime
.production of 198,218 pounds of milk has
been bettered by few cows in the Holstein
world of cattle. She would score in the 99.8
percentile if compared to all other Holstein
dairy cows.
During five of her eleven official lactations she producted 19,500 pounds of milk
or more. An official lactation constitutes

OWNERS OF the 636 acre farm recently purchased by Eastern signe the deed
in the office of the Richmond City Attorney . The farm, located six miles from
Richmond, on the Meadowbrook Road south of Moberly. Watching the event
are from left, George Ross, counsel for Eastern. Silas Noel, of the property
office for the State Department of Finance, Ernest Cornelison and W.R. Hill.
Cornelison and Hill are two of thelhree owners of the farm. The other owner,
Robert Cornelison, is not pictured.

the first 305 milking days after having
produced an offspring.
It is difficult to imagine that a cow in her
lifetime could product better than 92,000
quarts of milk. This is the equivalent of
supplying a school with 1,000 school
children one pint of milk a day for an
entire school year.
"Old 72" sinply died in her sleep. Joe
Koger, EKUStatelandFarm Manager and
her greatest admirer, explained, "She had
been 86 days into her present lactation. She
suffered from these past hot, muggy days
and the act of getting up from a lying
position was a physical struggle, even
though, she was still producing 60 pounds
of milk a day.
"Finally, she lost her will to eat and
desire to get up, and in spite of what Dr.
John Finley and I tried to do for her, she
could not respond, had she been physically
ab'e I am sure she would -have done so."
The era of a great animal is ended. Her
fantastic determination and persistency
has been an inspiration to the many
students who worked with her and who will
fondly remember her as "Old 72."

President's council cites university program
The health and physical education
program' at Eastern, where students last
spring voted 2 to 1 in a special referendum
election in support of required courses,
was cited in the July Newsletter of the
President's Council on Physical Fitaess
and Sports.
^
The Newsletter, summarizing an article
by Dr. Fred Darling, chairman of the
Department of Men's Physical Education
at EKU, said University president, Dr.
Robert R. Martin, and the Board of
Regents" were singled out by the school's
leadership as playing a significant part in
the students' vote of confidence " in
physical education.
The Newsletter quoted from Dr.
Darling's article:
"Eastern's administration and the
Board of Regents have had foresight and
imagination in their planning for the needs
of our students. Where many universities
have overlooked the need for the health,
recreation and physical development of
students, Eastern has recognized this need
and, more importantly, has developed
programs, ,facilities and outdoor
recreation areas to keep pace with expanding enrollment."
These facilities encompass 80 acres and

include 30 lighted tennis courts, men's and
women's intramural fields and an 18-hole
golf course. All of Eastern's approximate
enrollment of 11,000 students are required
to take some courses in physical
education.
Eastern's School of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Athletics,
headed by Dr. Ned L. Warren, dean, offers
five baccalaureate degree programs and
one two-year associate of arts curriculum
to undergarduate students. At the
graduate level, the Master of Arts in
Education (Physical Education), Master
of Science and the Specialist in Education
degrees are offered. Rank I and Rank II
teacher certification programs are also
offered.
The four academic departments contained within the school are School and
Public" Health, Recreation and Park
Administration, Men's Physical Education
and Women's Physical Education.
The University's programs of intercollegiate and intramural athletics* for
both men and women are administered by
the school.
Considerable emphasis is placed by the
school on the lifetime, or carryover, sports
such as tennis, golf and swimming and the

administration strives to involve all EKU
students in these activites.
The Newsletter is distrubuted internationally to governmental agencies,
leaders in the health and physical
education profession, and universities and
public schools.

In summarizing the results ot the
student referendum on physical education,
one department chairman remarked"This
vote of confidence should go far in
restoring faith in the judgment of college
students. It proves they are not against
everything required."

Bush appointed Journal editor
Kentucky Wesleyan, his M.A. from the
Herman S. Bush, H.S.D., Chairman of
University of Kentucky, and his H.S. Dir.
the Department of School and Public
and H.S.D. from Indiana University.
Health, has been appointed Editor of The
He is well known as an author, adJournal of School Health,
official
ministrator, and professional authority in
publication of the American School Health
*» health sciences. He served as athletic
Assoiation, according to Stephen J.
director
and basketball coach at Lindsey
Jerrick, ASHA Executive Director.
Wilson
College,
Rio Grande College and
Dr. Bush will succeed Dr. Delbert
Union
College,
as
well as two years of
Oberteuffer upon his retirement, the
service
basketball
while
Aerial Gunnery
appointment being effective June 1, 1973.
Instructor
in
the
U.S.
Army
Air Force.
He is a Fellow of the'Association, and
He
is
a
past
president
of
the
Kentucky
has been active as a member of the
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conferenceiand
the
Editorial Board and the Awards ComKentucky
Association
for
Health,
Physical
jft
mittee. He is currently serving on the
Education and Recreation. He is a
Governing Council, as Chairman of the
President's Committee to Study J member of the American Association for
Health, Physical Eduation, and
Association Governance, and as a member
Recreation; the American Public Health
of the Study Committee on College Health
Association, Phi Delta Kappa and other
Education.
professional organizations.
Dr. Bush received his B.A. degree from
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